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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Regulation

(EU) 2016/679) merges previously separate EU member state

data protection legislation into one set of regulations. By

definition an EU Regulation comes in to immediate effect on

its start date and therefore organizations need to ensure that

they are compliant on the 25th May 2018 or face penalties for

non-compliance.

 

Organizations processing the personal identifiable

information (PII) of EU Citizens are bound by the regulation

and therefore it has implications on a global scale – put

simply if your organization trades within Europe then you are

bound by the regulation. 

 This white paper seeks to provide a balanced view of the

regulation and the implications facing organizations trying to

wade through the fear, uncertainty and doubt that is

currently being used by many individuals and organizations. 

From a brief introduction, we explore the implications and

applicability of the regulation, the definition of a breach, the

need for an effective incident response plan and the part

technology can play in complementing the regulation. In an

ever-changing reactive threat landscape where we are

always one step behind the bad actor, an effective incident

response plan is crucial to shortening the remediation time

once an incident has been detected. The greatest challenge

facing us today is the speed of change coupled to the mean

time to detection and remediation. The quicker we detect and

remediate, threats, the lesser the impact from a GDPR

perspective.
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There’s no escaping the fact that the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

(Regulation (EU) 2016/679) is currently splitting opinion within the IT world with

resellers and vendors falling over themselves to peddle their wares and deliver

compliance. 

BACKGROUND 

To understand the “why”, we need to understand a little about the

background to the regulation and why it is being adopted. Since 1978 when

France produced its first data protection act the “Loi Informatique et

Libertés”, European countries have all implemented their own pieces of

legislation to control and protect digital information. This includes

Germany’s Federal Data Protection Act “Bundesdatenschutzgesetz” which

was first passed in 1979 and the UK Data Protection Act; first passed in

1984. All have had revisions in the intervening period. 

The challenge facing organisations is that through subsequent revisions

and changes within member states, no two pieces of legislation mirror one

another and therefore organisations have increasingly found it impossible

to remain compliant within home territories and across other EU Member

States. 

WHAT ABOUT BREXIT? 

 Despite the UK decision to leave the EU, Britain will still be members on

the date that it comes in to force and are therefore beholden to comply

with its requirements. More importantly the regulation impacts any

organisation trading within the EU and therefore has far reaching

consequences on a global scale.
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The GDPR has been created to deliver a single

means for ensuring compliance across the EU

member states and subsequently supersedes

the individual data protection laws within each

member state. It is set to come into law on the

25th May 2018. 

Core Elements 

There are six core principles underlying the

regulation and theoretically if you can

demonstrate compliance in meeting the

requirements of these principles then you will

demonstrate compliance. As defined in Article

5 these principles are that personal data shall

be: 

a) Processed lawfully, fairly and transparently

(“lawfulness, fairness and transparency”) b)

Collected for legitimate purposes (“purpose

limitation”) 

c) Adequate, relevant and limited to what is

necessary in relation to the purposes for which

they are processed ('data minimisation') 

d) Accurate and kept up to date (“accuracy”)

e) Kept in a format which permits

identification of data subjects for no longer

than is necessary for the processing (“storage

limitation”) 

f) Processed in a manner that ensures

appropriate security of the personal data

(“integrity and confidentiality”) 

Article 5 continues to state “The controller

shall be responsible for, and be able to

demonstrate compliance with, paragraph 1

(‘accountability’)” and herein lies the rush to

sell technology

GDPR - INTRODUCTION

(CONTINUED)
CONSENT IS IMPORTANT 

The concept of consent has also been

overhauled in the regulation and the controller

now must demonstrate that the subject has

provided consent for their information to be

used for the intended purpose.

 One major change in approach has been the

differentiation between and data processor

and a data controller: 

The Data Controller is somebody who

determines the “purposes and means of

processing of the personal data” – i.e. the

organisation that accepts the data from the

data subject and decides what to do with it. 

A Data Processor is any person or organisation

that processes data for the controller. This

facilitates the concept of third party

involvement for processing data and

specifically cloud services. 

The Right to Erase Data or Right to be

Forgotten is stipulated in Article 17. IF an

individual withdraws consent then the data has

to be erased without delay. This potentially

presents a major challenge to organisations

who don’t have the ability to purge specific PII

from their systems. For example, historical data

archives would be one such scenario whereby it

may be impossible to purge individual records. 

This is further compounded by Article 20 and

the Right to Portability which mandates the

right for an individual to receive personal data

in a structured format and to transfer such

data to another controller without hindrance.

All of which pre-empts Article 25 – Data

Protection by Design and by Default. This

mandates that new systems and processes
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 In the case of GDPR, a breach needn’t necessarily be as the result of any nefarious activity

as Recital poulter85 outlines: 

 “A personal data breach may, if not addressed in an appropriate and timely manner, result

in physical, material or non-material damage to natural persons such as loss of control over

their personal data or limitation of their rights, discrimination, identity theft or fraud,

financial loss, unauthorised reversal of pseudonymisation, damage to reputation, loss of

confidentiality of personal data protected by professional secrecy or any other significant

economic or social disadvantage to the natural person concerned.“ Therefore, what

obligations face the data controller when a personal data breach happens? 

 “as soon as the controller becomes aware that a personal data breach has occurred, the

controller should notify the personal data breach to the supervisory authority without undue

delay and, where feasible, not later than 72 hours after having become aware of it, unless the

controller is able to demonstrate, in accordance with the accountability principle, that the

personal data breach is unlikely to result in a risk to the rights and freedoms of natural

persons. Where such notification cannot be achieved within 72 hours, the reasons for the

delay” 

 Much noise has been made about the financial penalties for non-compliance. However, 4%

of annual turnover is a maximum fine – something the ICO has never levied as there’s never

been a case of such negligence that it’s warranted the maximum amount to be imposed. 

 Fines are also split in to high and low classification penalties; one being half the value of the

other so depending on the severity of the non-compliance you could face a maximum 2% or

4% of your annual turnover up to €10m or €20m respectively. Any unauthorized access to PII

technically constitutes a breach and therefore even the latest Ransomware threat

landscape would require reporting - although the data may have been encrypted beyond

redemption without paying a fee, there are no guarantees that the data hasn’t fallen in to

the bad actor’s possession or been accessed - You would have to evidence that data had

not left the organization. 

The key point here is the 72-hour time limit for notification to the supervisory authority.

Interpretation of this rule is varied; however, in theory it allows the controller time to carry out

the necessary forensic investigation to determine the extent of the breach, contain it and

properly communicate the extent of the breach to affected parties so that appropriate

measures may be undertaken to contain the breach. 

DEFINITION OF A BREACH



 IS THERE A “GET OUT OF JAIL CARD”? 

Fines could be reduced if the organization is able to demonstrate that a

“secure breach” has taken place. For example if a breach occurs but the

data was encrypted or put beyond redemption and then contained. 

Subsequently the mean time to detection and remediation becomes

critical in demonstrating compliance in the event of a breach and

therefore organisations that are able to quickly detect and contain a

breach event also mitigate any fines for delays beyond the 72 hours.

An effective Incident Response Plan is therefore essential in delivering

compliance within breach notification timescales. This should be tested

on a regular basis under different scenarios so that when a breach

occurs the timescales are met and more importantly where possible any

further investigation mitigated. Such measures also need to encompass

the notification of subjects that their PII has been breached and must

follow a specific format which includes a requirement to describe the

measures being taken to address the breach and mitigate possible side

effects. 

DEFINITION OF A BREACH

(CONTINUED)
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 In a constantly shifting threat landscape, detection has become one of the biggest

challenges facing security teams today. With the average mean time to detection standing

at over 200 days, it’s easy to see why the GDPR promises hefty punishments and fines with

irreparable damage to business reputation. 

The primary reason for this is often a plethora of disconnected data sources. In a Defense in

Depth strategy there often exists too many systems of reference without one centrally

correlated source of the truth. And in instances where organizations have deployed Security

Information and Event Management solutions, an overwhelming amount of white noise can

mean that early indicators of a breach are often missed thus, lengthening the mean time to

detection. 

 Subsequently we often see a lack of automation being introduced to these environments as

analysts struggle to maintain systems in a sea of un-prioritized alerts. And the biggest issues

often come when a breach is finally detected; at which point clear lines of communication for

escalation often break down leading to further delays in responding. 

A clearly articulated and implemented incident response plan can shorten the mean time to

remediation and containment; something that can help greatly in meeting the 72-hour

deadline and present the organization in a much more favorable light with the ICO. 

Typically, there are 6 stages to an effective IRP: 

INCIDENT RESPONSE PLANS

PREPARATION: the faster an IRP can be implemented, the quicker it is remediated. Areas

such as policy, response strategy, communications, documentation and clearly defined

roles and responsibilities all have a part to play in preparation. The formation of a Cyber

Incident Response Team is essential to this process

 IDENTIFICATION: One of the most critical elements and one often delivered with tools

such as SIEM and dedicated Incident Response Systems. 

CONTAINMENT: Once detected, the mean time to remediation becomes a critical

element in meeting the 72-hour notification deadline. Typically, this is split in to short

containment to prevent the issue spreading and long-term containment measures to

remediate.

ERADICATION: To remove and restore affected systems. Note continual documentation

is an essential part throughout to evidence and learn from the experience

RECOVERY: Once affected systems are remediated, they should be reintroduced in a

carefully controlled manner and monitored to ensure no re-infection occurs. 

LESSONS LEARNED: Post incident, all documentation should be reviewed and where

necessary completed to allow the incident to be played back stage, by stage on paper.

The who, what, where, why and how questions should all be answered at this stage. This

can prove invaluable in notification of a breach under GDPR.
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 In assessing whether your organization falls under the scope of GDPR then it’s imperative

that you understand what personal data is held where and who has access to it. To

understand what this means to a business the starting point should be a gap analysis

against the existing security tooling, personnel, policies and procedures. We must remember

that compliance should not be predicated on technology but that technology should

complement internal processes, procedures and controls that are in place to deliver

compliance. 

Article 32 states “…the controller and the processor shall implement appropriate technical

and organizational measures to ensure a level of security appropriate to the risk…” – any

organization that has an existing British Standard 10012 qualifying Personal Information

Management framework will be in a good position to deliver GDPR compliance as it can be

closely aligned to GDPR. No matter what size your business is or what type of personal

information you are processing, BS10012 can help you to manage risks to the privacy of

personal data and implement the necessary policies, procedures and controls to help ensure

compliance with data protection legislation. Organizations with existing PCI-DSS or ISO 27001

compliance models in place should also be able to adapt these models to accommodate

THERE IS NO SILVER “TECHNOLOGY” BULLET

 Throughout the regulation, mention is made of several technologies including encryption

and pseudonymisation which is a process rendering data neither anonymous nor directly

identifying. This is achieved by the separation of data from direct identifiers so that linkage

to an identity is not possible without additional information which should be held separately.

Such information should be adequately secured which is where encryption could play a role.

Pseudonymisation and/or encryption alone does not de-scope data from inclusion.

Technologies to Aid the Security and Processing of Data 

 It’s important that prior to the deployment of any technology, organisations should initially

assess the current data environment carrying out the following: 

▪ Data discovery and Inventory of known and unknown data repositories 

▪ Data Process Flow Mapping – what’s going where and the process for instigating

processing of PII. 

▪ Inventory of data security and compliance solutions to understand what’s already in place

and what regulation requirements are already satisfied. 

The core technologies required to enable protection of the data and facilitate timely

notification include: 

▪ Data discovery 

▪ Encryption 

▪ User rights management 

▪ Data activity monitoring with blocking ▪ Data classification 

▪ Data masking 

▪ User monitoring 

▪ Incident analysis and reporting  

CAN TECHNOLOGY

 DELIVER COMPLIANCE?
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Data Discovery 

Data Loss Prevention: 

As part of deploying a Data Loss Prevention solution, it’s normal practice to conduct a data

discovery exercise. This is typically carried out on data repositories (data at rest) and on

network gateways (data in motion) and properly executed can quickly identify systems,

applications, and user’s patterns in accessing PII. 

 Having correctly identified the systems of reference for personal identifiable information,

data loss prevention could be used to enforce the correct controls and monitor information

flows across the infrastructure. By focusing on the core data assets and systems it’s possible

to de-scope the deployment of what is an expensive solution to focus on areas purely within

the scope of GDPR. Investment in DLP usually carries a sizable resource cost as the system

requires constant tuning and therefore careful consideration needs to be given to the

benefits and return on investment. Again compensatory controls could mitigate the need for

such technology. 

Encryption 

Recital 83 states: “In order to maintain security and to prevent processing in infringement of

this Regulation, the controller or processor should evaluate the risks inherent in the

processing and implement measures to mitigate those risks, such as encryption. Those

measures should ensure an appropriate level of security, including confidentiality, taking into

account the state of the art and the costs of implementation in relation to the risks and the

nature of the personal data to be protected. In assessing data security risk, consideration

should be given to the risks that are presented by personal data processing, such as

accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure of, or access to,

personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise processed which may in particular lead to

physical, material or non-material damage” 

They key point here is “an appropriate level of security”. This needn’t be technology based

and could theoretically be process led. Just as long as the process is followed and sufficiently

robust then compliance could be delivered without the use of technology. However the

presence of completed paper based questionnaires doesn’t necessarily mean that the

process is being followed and therefore processes need to be demonstrable. 

The term Encryption can be used to include data at rest, data in motion and key

management – all of which are valid technologies for obfuscating the data from prying eyes.

However it’s important that strong key management is used to ensure that should the data

be inspected, it can’t be easily decrypted. 

 In summary, encryption of data at rest and in motion can deliver suitable controls for

protecting access to information however it must be remembered that this doesn’t mitigate

any breach and potential data loss.

CAN TECHNOLOGY DELIVER COMPLIANCE?

(CONTINUED)
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Data Discovery 
User Rights Management 

 It’s imperative that effective user rights management and a roles based access model

based on the principle of least privilege is deployed in order to ensure a level of security and

protection for personal data by design and by default. Information access should be

regularly reviewed and rights rescinded if roles change. 

Data activity monitoring with blocking 

Database Activity Monitoring: 

Monitoring structured data remains one of the biggest challenges in ensuring

that appropriate access is made in order to comply with the regulation. A

correctly deployed Database Activity Monitoring System if correctly configured

would ensure that only authorised systems, applications and users would be

accessing databases. 

Web Application Firewalls: 

As data and systems migrate to the cloud, the requirement to be able to

monitor the interaction with core data sources becomes more imperative and

therefore the deployment of web applications firewall technology facilitates a

similar level of monitoring to database activity monitoring 

Data Classification:

Data classification technologies can support compliance with GDPR by

classifying information appropriately. By storing information in file metadata,

more effective security systems can be deployed and it becomes easier to

correlate critical audit data in the event of a breach. 

Data Masking:

In line with the requirement for data pseudonymisation, data masking

technologies facilitate the creation of datasets for testing systems that have

no correlation to the actual data. This is useful for testing processors and more

importantly enabling data processors to test systems without compromising

their compliance. 

User Monitoring 

User Behaviour & Entity Analytics: 

UBEA whilst a relatively new technology, enables the continual monitoring of

user and application activity and the ability to alert and block when a user

steps out of band. This technology is especially good at identifying malicious

insider or rogue application activity. 

CAN TECHNOLOGY DELIVER COMPLIANCE?

(CONTINUED)
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Incident analysis and reporting 

 

Security Information and Event Management: 

Article 30 states that “Each controller and, where applicable, the controller’s

representative, shall maintain a record of processing activities under its

responsibility”. In order to meet this requirement, organizations need to

monitor application and system usage both on premise and in the cloud to

identify malicious or suspicious behavior. This could be achieved using security

information and event management tools such as CYBERShark. 

File Integrity Management 

File Integrity Management could be used to detect changes in critical files and

suspicious user behavior; however, this only has limited potential as much data

will be held is structured systems.

CAN TECHNOLOGY DELIVER COMPLIANCE?

(CONTINUED)

POST BREACH REPORTING 
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The 72 hour notification window and requirement to provide detailed

information on what information has been breached and the extent of any

leakage means that detailed post breach reporting is a necessity. 

 BlackStratus’ Security Information and Event Management allows the rapid

correlation of security events across disparate systems and can be used to

monitor applications and their usage. By integrating threat intelligence feeds,

it’s possible to identify security threats and mitigate a breach and in the event

of a breach occurring, forensic analysis tools enable an organisation to quickly

identify what occurred and which systems, user accounts and data was

compromised. 

 GDPR compliance reports enable the system to accurately report any

anomalous data access and more importantly demonstrate to authorities that

systems are in compliance. 

 In the event of a breach, the ability to drill down in to the source data and

better understand the threat or breach detected, infected machines and any

lateral movement within the network will assist in minimising the financial

penalties and more importantly mitigating future incidents. It should be noted

that one of the key designs within SIEM is the ability to reduce the Mean Time

to Detection (MTD) and the Mean Time to Remediation (MTR) for any breach.

By reducing these timescales, damage can be limited and thus fines reduced

appropriately. 
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(CONTINUED)
6

CYBERShark enables an efficient, comprehensive strategy for examining the

adequacy and effectiveness of information security policies, procedures, and

practices. The SaaS platform delivers a robust security information

management system with a variety of tools to help organizations: 

▪ Collect and retain security event data from across the network. 

▪ Identify, track, analyze, and remediate incidents. 

▪ Implement an integrated incident resolution management workflow with

embedded knowledge to resolve security incidents. 

 CYBERShark automates the collection and correlation of the immense

volumes of data created through customer defined policies and procedures.

This high-performance platform also provides periodic assessments of the risk

and degree of harm that could result from unauthorized access, modifications,

or destruction to data and information systems that support operations and

organizational assets. More specifically, CYBERShark provides organizations a

core-to-perimeter set of tools and technologies that support GDPR

compliance including: 

Device, Database and Application Monitoring:

 Centralized application and device monitoring enables the collection,

correlation, analysis, reporting, and retention of audit events from disparate

security and network technologies. CYBERShark monitors web and database

applications, security and network devices, servers, and desktops to identify

threats at the network perimeter, as well as malicious and erroneous inside

activity. By monitoring and consolidating security activity on all systems,

databases, and devices, and by leveraging a highly intuitive security and

compliance reporting system, organizations can protect the integrity of

enterprise data – especially from the increasing prevalence of insider threats.
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Incident Resolution Management 

 By integrating incidence response processes with existing enterprise workflow systems,

CYBERShark enables an accelerated incidence response through a best practice,

collaborative approach. Companies need to continuously reduce risk exposure through

timely and effective incident response, even when faced with vast amounts of security data

including countless false positives. Using a clearly defined, repeatable, documented security

information workflow, organizations can ensure quick and accurate handling of security

incidents and prove diligence in GDPR audits. 

Compliance Dashboards:

 CYBERSharks' customizable dashboards provide real-time monitoring and a holistic view of

the company’s security posture at a given point in time, and allows security staff to quickly

measure threat levels against high value assets – including those most critical to achieving

regulatory compliance. 

 Security Operations Performance Measurement:

 GDPR compliance is driving the need for metrics based security management. CYBERShark

gives organizations the tools to measure the performance of security operations, to better

understand risk, and to quantify the success of compliance initiatives. CYBERShark

automates key compliance metrics – from vulnerability metrics to high-level risk metrics by

providing reports that focus on vulnerability, threat, and incident response for all GDPR

related assets. 

Risk Assessment:

 CYBERShark delivers a continuous, comprehensive picture of risk through a suite of risk

assessment tools, techniques, and reports that capture real time and historical risk

information – pinpointing threats and vulnerabilities at the network and user activity level. An

array of risk assessment reports provide the necessary details behind each GDPR related

asset and its associated risk, enabling security teams to pinpoint and prioritize threats.  

 Real-time insight into the risk baseline is delivered through a suite of operational and

management reports that are available from a customizable dashboard.  

 Strong correlation of system-wide security events

 CYBERSharks' correlation technologies go beyond simply logging security information, and

instead speed threat identification and provide an accurate picture of risk. These

technologies are architected to handle the massive volume of security information from

network-related sources as well as server logs, applications, and databases and identify

attacks from the inside and beyond based on a thorough understanding of network and user

activity. The correlation technologies process large volumes of data from the perimeter down

to the core to identify real time threats and historical patterns. Organisations can leverage

their broad security knowledge base and correlate the information to uncover threats that

would otherwise go undetected, facilitating proactive security management. 

Incident Detection Through Visualization and Reporting:

With CYBERShark, organizations can visualize threats as well as the security information

underlying the threats. Security teams can assimilate information faster and then focus on

the real security threats, mitigating vulnerabilities before threats proliferate. Through in-

depth reporting, key stakeholders and auditors have ready access to actionable information

on all security related issues such as viruses, worms, and other malicious code; all system

status and configuration changes; and privilege and authorization changes.
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A Highly Scalable and Cost Effective Security Architecture 

 The extensive scalability of CYBERShark cost effectively supports growth and

ensures that as your organization grows and changes, your SIEM solution can

grow and evolve with it. This robust SaaS-based architecture incorporates

high volumes of data from across the organization, regardless of the number

of devices, applications and databases. 

 CYBERShark– Enterprise-class SaaS-based Security and Compliance

Platform , the industry’s most robust SaaS based Security Information and

Event Management software solution, transforms huge volumes of disparate,

security-related data into understandable, actionable intelligence. Built on a

highly-scalable n-tier architecture, it enables organizations with complex

networks to centrally gather, analyze, and accurately report on security

events and risk posture. By identifying and enabling a rapid response to

threats and providing an auditable compliance framework, it helps protect

valuable data and address a myriad of regulatory challenges. 

 Easy to deploy and use, CYBERShark features advanced correlation

technologies and real- time monitoring for rapidly identifying and prioritizing

threats. Add to that comprehensive log collection, chain of custody, and one-

year archive - and organizations can now cost effectively meet compliance

demands while enhancing their overall security posture. CYBERShark offers

flexible deployment options to accommodate any size networking

environment
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 GDPR can be approached from a number of ways – governing the data;

securing the perimeter or continual monitoring for indicators of

compromise to shorten the MTD and MTR. Whilst no single solution exists to

prevent the loss of data, early detection and remediation plays a vital role in

delivering compliance. The ability to correlate disparate system data on to

one platform can also deliver a cohesive compliance reporting model that

will instill confidence and mitigate reputational risk. 

Whilst only an opinion, Companies with less than 250 employees probably

won’t need to demonstrate compliance, keep records or carry out DPIA;

however, that’s not to say they shouldn’t aspire to do so. BlackStratus

provides cost effective SIEM that scales from the smallest of organisations

to multinational enterprise with a cost model to reflect this. 

ABOUT CYBERShark

 CYBERShark is a pioneer of security and compliance solutions deployed

and operated on premise, in the cloud or “as a Service'' by providers of all

sizes, government agencies and individual enterprises. 

Through our patented multitenant security information and event

management (SIEM) technology, CYBERShark delivers unparalleled security

visibility, prevents costly downtime, and achieves and maintains compliant

operations at a lower cost to operate. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

A copy of the General Data Protection Regulation can be viewed at the

following website: EUR-Lex – Access to European Union Law:

 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/en/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32016R0679 

CYBERShark and the CYBERShark logo are trademarks of CYBERShark, Inc. 
Other third-party trademarks are the property of their respective

owners. © 2021  
CYBERShark, Inc. All Rights Reserved.  

 


